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	vSphere Design Best Practices, 9781782176268 (1782176268), Packt Publishing, 2014

	Apply industry-accepted best practices to design reliable high-performance datacenters for your business needs with this book and ebook.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to utilize the robust features of VMware to design, architect, and operate a virtual infrastructure using the VMware vSphere platform
	
		Customize your vSphere Infrastructure to fit your business needs with specific use-cases for live production environments
	
		Explore the vast opportunities available to fully leverage your virtualization infrastructure



	In Detail


	vSphere allows you to transform your IT infrastructure into a private cloud, then bridge it to public clouds on-demand, delivering an IT infrastructure as an easily accessible service. vSphere delivers uncompromised control over all IT resources with the highest efficiency and choice in the industry.

	

	The book begins with a definition of the core technologies in a virtual datacenter, vCenter, and ESXi. It then covers the architecture of specific virtual datacenter components. Readers will learn design principles related to storage and storage protocols. Moving on to networking, readers will learn to design flexible and reliable networks for their virtual datacenters. After this, Virtual Machine design considerations are reviewed in depth and readers are guided through inspecting existing VMs and design principles for correctly resourced and configured virtual machines.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Examine virtual datacenter design scenarios and understand the basics of vSphere clustering, HA, and DRS
	
		Compare and contrast scale-out versus scale-up designs
	
		Learn to map the storage Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to business requirements
	
		Get to know how to design flexible and reliable networks for virtual datacenters
	
		Inspect existing VMs and design principles to correctly resource and configure virtual machines
	
		Design different RPO and RTO requirements to plan and test the DR strategy



	Approach


	An easy-to-follow guide full of hands-on examples of real-world design best practices. Each topic is explained and placed in context, and for the more inquisitive, there are more details on the concepts used.
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Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine IntelligenceSpringer, 2005
Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence presents the application of GP to a wide variety of problems involving automated synthesis of controllers, circuits, antennas, genetic networks, and metabolic pathways. The book describes fifteen instances where GP has created an entity that either...


		

Mining Your Own Business in Health Care Using DB2 Intelligent Miner for DataIBM Press, 2001

	
		
			The data you collect about your patients is one of the greatest assets that any
		
			business has available. Buried within the data is all sorts of valuable information
		
			that could make a significant difference to the way you run your business and
		
			interact with your...



		

Beginning Hybrid Mobile Application DevelopmentApress, 2015

	Today, a mobile device user prefers installed application over browsing internet; e.g. booking cab, buying movie tickets, watching you tube videos etc. Market share of mobile devices based on android, iOS & Windows Phone is considerable. Creating an installable application targeting these multiple devices involves too much of pain because...





	

Internet of Things with Arduino CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		This book offers key solutions and advice to address the hiccups faced when working on Arduino-based IoT projects in the real world
	
		Take your existing skills and capabilities to the next level by building challenging IoT applications with ease.
	
		Be the tech disruptor you always...



		

Crystal Reports 2008 Official GuideSams Publishing, 2008

	Organizations of all sizes today find themselves increasingly awash in data, yet hungering for
	information to help them meet their business objectives. These corporations, from Main
	Street and Wall Street alike, have spent large amounts of time and money over the past 10
	or so years implementing systems to help collect data on and...


		

Optical WDM Networks (Optical Networks)Springer, 2006
Before discussing the book's topic, intended audience, etc., we remark that another book, entitled Optical Communication Networks, was published by the same author in 1997. Eight years is a long time in our fast-moving field. Relative to the old book, a brief outline of the new materials in the new book is provided below, followed by brief...
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